
The world has gone mad 

For I have seen violence and strife in the city. Day and night they go around it on its walls; 

iniquity and trouble are also in the midst of it. Destruction is in its midst; oppression and deceit 

do not depart from its streets. Ps 55:9-11 

 

INTRODUCTION 

It is an oft-repeated refrain to hear, ‘The world has gone mad’.  

I visited an ageing auntie in hospital recently who said what many old people say, ‘I’m glad 

that I am old and about to die because this world is insane and nothing like the world I grew up in’. 
She is 95-years old. Days later I was discussing newspaper headlines with the owner of my 
corner shop who is in his late forties; his reaction was, ‘The world has gone to pot’. Clearly, 
older people (say, over 40) believe that there has been a paradigm shift in society within 
their lifetime – and not for the better. 

This needs consideration. What is going on? 

Now my readers will know my feelings on this since I have written on the theme many 
times; here I will give some recent news and some shocking facts. 

Note: If I gave sources for every single statement I would double the size of this paper and make it 
unreadable. Many facts have been already sourced in previous papers and are known to my readers. Here I, 
rather arbitrarily, give references for some statements where I feel that they would be of help or are necessary. 

Why is this happening? 

There is no doubt that we are approaching the end as all the foundations of life are being 
shattered. I have explained this many times. 

The devil is being allowed by God to control men through their sin to develop a global 
empire that is absolutely committed to Satanism. The final manifestation of the world will 
be the full expression of mankind’s iniquity to bring about the reversal of what God planted 
in Eden. Instead of righteousness there will be transgression. Instead of holiness there will 
be evil. Instead of obedience to God there will be rebellion. Instead of divine worship there 
will idolatry. Instead of love there will be hate. Instead of peace there will be war. Instead 
of harmony there will be strife. Any outward institutional church accepted by the 
government will be fake and completely anti-Christian. The true church will exist 
underground and will be persecuted savagely. The churches under Communist rule in 
Russia, Albania and China in the 20th century are models for what will happen worldwide. 

There are many strands in the complicated web of deceit being enabled in the world today 
by demonic deception that affects every area of life. I have examined various aspects of 
these strands in various previous papers and will no doubt write more, God willing. 

However, the prime factor that concerns Satan is not the increase of sin and idolatry, nor 
even the increase of his hold on power in national governments, but his intention to 
eradicate Christianity from the earth. The prime issue in the growing insanity in the world, 
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through demonic deception and Satanic control, is the planned destruction of Christianity. 
Satan wants to be like Christ on the earth, the ruler over all, governing a world dominated 
by iniquity; a world that reflects his evil nature and dominated by death. 

The world is going insane because it is beginning to feel the effects of the abandonment of 
Christian principles and the destruction of Christian protocols in society. 

The loss of nobility in society is caused by the loss of Christian 
influence 

I have explained this many times; the benefits that made modern society benevolent and 
efficient (at least to some degree) stemmed from the Christian heritage that developed it, 
especially after the Reformation. The more that Protestant principles were worked into 
society, the more culture emerged from the Dark Ages and rose to liberty and progress. In 
fact, most of the inventors, discoverers, pioneers, explorers, reformers and philanthropists 
were either evangelical Christians or Biblical theists.1 Having explained this before I need 
not develop an analysis of all the aspects of this cultural development here.  

Now no society is actually ‘Christian’; there is no such thing as a Christian nation. Even if a 
country had a Christian king (we had several) there were still many people in government 
who were not Christian while the country always contained many people that were pagan, 
secular or antichristian. A Christian nation is an impossibility. However, be that as it may, 
there have been western nations that were steeped in Christianity having been founded on 
Christian principles and established by Christian pioneers. The more that a country 
esteemed its Christian forbears, the more it prospered, with America being the classic 
example. 

An individual European may not even believe that the Christian Faith is true, but what 
he says and makes and does will all spring out of this history of European culture and 
depend upon that culture for its meaning. Only a Christian culture could have produced 
a Nietzsche or a Voltaire. I do not believe that the culture of Europe could survive the 
complete disappearance of the Christian Faith. And I am convinced of that not merely 
because I am a Christian myself, but as a student of social biology. 

TS Elliot. 

The great task of the devil in these days is to destroy, piece by piece, every aspect of 
Christianity that remains in western nations. Every area of society is being slowly 
dismantled before our eyes so that Christian principles are not only eroded but also 
castigated and condemned as rubbish. 

The madness that is reigning in today’s western world is commensurate with the 
destruction of Christian principles that is actively being performed by governments within 
it. In fact, what is happening is legislating the very reverse of Christian ethics and legalising 
or encouraging wickedness. 

EXAMPLES OF INSANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD 

                                                   
1 Many called themselves Christians but were not evangelicals, such as Roman Catholics or the Sandemanian 
discoverer of electricity Michael Faraday. 
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Dehumanisation 

This is a huge modern subject and one that would have formerly been considered as the 
stuff of science fiction nightmares. There are many aspects to this from driver-less cars, 
artificial intelligence, robotic industrialisation, transgenderism, transhumanism and 
making life worthless. 

The goal of dehumanisation is to be able to kill people legally and reduce the world’s 
population. Dehumanisation makes people of no value with no soul; it is the first step 
towards genocide. 

The key issue here for Satan is the reversing of the value of human beings because they are 
created by God. Man was originally made in the likeness of God (though he has lost that 
likeness outside of the church) and Satan wants to remove that image and corrupt it 
completely. Satan wants to be able to look on the world and see nothing of Christ in it. 

Example: soldiers 
The training of soldiers, particularly in the USA, involves psychological manipulation 
through conditioning, often using video games, to dehumanise men to be more effective 
killing machines. They are de-sensitised to the enemy, which becomes sub-human and 
more amenable to be killed. In battle conditions this dehumanisation extends to civilian 
bystanders who are often killed in cold, callous ways or even deliberately targeted or 
tortured without remorse. 

This came to a head in the Iraq War where the rules of engagement were extended to non-
combatants in war zones. In places like Fallujah, US snipers shot women, children and old 
men in the head. Women fleeing the burning town and swimming in the river were shot as 
they fled. Multiple stories of atrocities emerged, which were all ignored by the mainstream 
media and the courts. All these atrocities were the result of de-sensitivity training which 
actually made the soldiers less than human. 

Of course, there is no escape from your actions and the behaviour of the soldiers came to 
plague them when they were de-mobilised. On their return to civvy-street they were 
plagued with depression, psychosis, drug-abuse, alcoholism and violent behaviour. 
Thousands of veterans killed themselves, unable to live with what they had done. More 
were killed by suicide than were killed in the war and occupation. 

Dehumanisation always results in psychotic behaviour. 

Example: abortion 
I need not overly analyse this as the subject is well understood by my readers. 

Abortion is murder; plain and simple. Foetuses are able to feel pain and show all the 
characteristics of being a baby long before the birth date. The unnaturalness of abortion is 
shown by the fact that very many mothers who abort their babies end up suffering terrible 
depression and psychosis for life. 

The basis of abortion is dehumanisation; it relies upon telling mothers that a foetus is not a 
living being but a lump of potential life that is currently a mass of cells. 

Millions of babies have been killed in the biggest modern holocaust. Abortion is simply 
part of the global elite’s plans to depopulate the earth. 
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In America, the group Planned Parenthood, formed by a eugenic, racist fascist,2 has 
become a key facilitator of murdering unborn babies. This group was founded on the basis 
of eugenics and cleansing the US of Black people. 

Example: harvesting aborted body parts 
One of the side-effects of the abortion industry is the harvesting of body tissues. This has 
now become a lucrative global industry with much of the trafficking of organs being 
distributed by Mafia gangs. 

There have been cases reported where a near full-term baby has been terminated, its key 
organs removed and the carcass thrown outside into a Dumpster. This is the insanity of the 
modern world. 

Example: plan to kill babies3 
As society has become inured to the deaths of millions of aborted babies, it is now time for 
the elite to go further and propose the killing of children. 

So-called ‘experts’ linked to Oxford University are suggesting that disabled children should 
be killed while infants. This is nothing but Eugenics in bold form. In Belgium it is being 
proposed to kill infants up to the age of five. 

The policies of the Nazis using Eugenics as a reason to kill infants and the disabled are 
condemned on the one hand, while British academics are saying that we need to do the 
same now and that it is exigent. This is nothing but legalised murder. 

Once this has become law, the principle will then be extended to adult disabled people who 
will be considered a drain on the state. Many elite writings have already called for this, just 
as the Nazis did in the 1930s. 

The basis of this is dehumanisation. It is considering sick people as non-humans. It is the 
opposite of the law of God, which extends mercy and compassion to the poor, sick and 
needy especially. Note this modern reversal; God focuses upon the weak, needy and sick 
with compassion; the elite (under Satan) proposes to kill them all. 

Loss of moral justice 

All over the western world we are faced with terrible corruption of justice. Time after time 
we see mitigation of the crime and guilt of criminals compared to the shunning or even 
castigation of the victims. The corruption of the police forces, the incompetence of the 
Crown Prosecution Service and the culpability of all the Freemasons involved keep leading 
to many travesties of justice. 

Example: Swedish gang rape4 
This is but one example of terrible suffering that is going on in Sweden every day. Gang 
rapes committed by Muslim immigrants are now common in no-go areas (Sweden is now 

                                                   
2 Margaret Higgins Sanger [1879-1966] helped to legalise contraception in the US and set up what became 
Planned Parenthood. She supported negative eugenics (killing people considered unfit) and initiated birth 
control. She advocated sterilisation of the unfit, which included Black people, and legal permits to have a 
baby. She also opposed free speech. NB: ‘the most merciful thing that a large family does to one of its infant 
members is to kill it.’ ‘We don’t want the word to go out that we want to exterminate the Negro population.’ 
3 YouTube; RSE, ‘Unbelievable! NOW plan to kill infants exposed’, 24 April 2017. The Telegraph, ‘Killing 
babies no different from abortion, experts say’, 18 April 2017. 
4 YouTube: Peter Sweden, ‘Brutal Gangrape – attackers set free by Swedish court’, 30 December 2017. 
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the rape capital of the world outside Lesotho). However, my concern in this story is the 
result. 

A woman was raped by 20 immigrants on the stairs of a building. She was treated with the 
most appalling brutality that is too shocking for me to explain here. She was not only raped 
in every way possible but she was battered so badly that she passed out several times over 
the four-hour ordeal. Her lawyer said that it was the worst assault she had ever known. 
Even worse was the fact that the woman received no help from passers by when it had 
finished and had to drag herself to hospital. 

The Police managed to apprehend five of the assailants and the prosecution case was 
locked down by video and DNA evidence. There was no doubt of the guilt of these men. 

When the case came to court guess what the result was? All the men were set free. They 
argued that the sex was payment for a drug deal. Now this is insane on many levels: 

• Since they admitted that they were drug dealers then they should have been prosecuted 
for that alone. 

• Since they admitted to paying for sex then they should have been prosecuted for that 
also since it is a crime in Sweden. 

• They were identified raping and beating a woman on film. There is no possible excuse 
for assault and grievous bodily harm requiring hospitalisation. 

 
This is how far Sweden has descended into madness by following the global elite’s policies 
on unbridled immigration of economic migrants who are mostly adult men. 

This sort of judicial insanity will receive the most severe condemnation by God on the Day 
of Judgment. If you doubt how evil the world will be under the full control of the 
demonically inspired elite, look at Sweden now. 

British examples 
We can identify numerous cases of the corruption and debasement of British justice going 
back many years. 

• A homeowner was convicted because a burglar fell through the roof of his conservatory 
and was injured. The homeowner had to pay the released criminal compensation. 

• A sick old man living in a desolate farmhouse was awakened in bed by two burglars 
threatening his life with knives. He reached under his bed for his legally-owned 
shotgun and fired; one burglar was killed, the other was injured. He was convicted of 
manslaughter and served time in prison, leaving his home open to burglars. 

• Famous travesties of justice, usually due to police corruption, include: the Birmingham 
Six (1974), exonerated in 1991; the Guildford Four (1974), the Maguire Seven (1976); 
the Bridgewater Four (1978); the Cardiff Three (1988); the M25 Three (1988); Eddie 
Gilfoyle (1982); Barry George (2001); and many more. These are just the ones that were 
exonerated; many more are awaiting appeals. Public defenders claim that there have 
been hundreds of false or unsafe imprisonments. 

• Social workers take 1,000 children into care every month. Family Courts routinely 
accept allegations based upon hearsay and then deny parents the right to challenge 
them. Completely innocent mothers regularly have their children taken away and put 
into adoption. Children in care are often the victim of sexual abuse or worse.5 

 

                                                   
5 The Telegraph, Christopher Booker, ‘The worst scandal I have seen in my 50-year career’, 13 October 2012. 
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There is a great deal lacking in the British justice system. It has become perverted and 
corrupt. This is an elite plan to demoralise the population and extend social injustice to 
weaken the nation and set people against each other. 

Toleration of sexual sickness 

The basis of this madness is the reversal of Biblical principles and God’s absolute laws, by 
saying that there is no such thing as absolute ethics; everything is evolutionary and subject 
to change and freewill. 

Bestiality 
I have previously explained how the EU is now legislating for this and animal brothels have 
been established in Germany. I won’t repeat that information. 

Bestiality is the next taboo to be brought into the mainstream and legislated for. The 
conditioning of children in sex education has already resulted in multiple cases of 
adolescents having sex with their pets, as I have previously reported. Sex education raises 
libido and creates sexual frustration in people too immature to form proper relationships. 

It is odd because the liberal left always uses the axiom, ‘as long as no one is harmed and sex 

is consensual all things are acceptable’. How can anyone claim that an animal that cannot 
speak can give consent to being raped by a person? How can anyone claim to know 
whether an animal is harmed or not in this process? 

There have been people campaigning for bestiality since the 60s but these have usually 
been marginalised. However, today, such people are riding on the liberal bandwagon 
demanding their human rights and freedoms (at the expense of animals). A leaked memo 
by a NSA whistleblower shows that the Obama-Clinton administration was preparing to 
legalise 12 different sexual taboos including bestiality, polygamy and paedophilia. 

Transgenderism 
In a more rational age this would have been designated a sickness of the mind. Many 
insane people have believed that they were someone else, such as Julius Caesar or 
Napoleon, and this was a sign of mental delusion or psychosis. Today hordes of people are 
being allowed to affirm that they are someone else – someone of a different gender. This is 
mental illness. Instead of treating the illness the state is affirming the delusion, prescribing 
medical treatment and changing laws. 

When someone has male chromosomes and male physiology then they are male. Only in 
extreme physiological conditions (such as having both male and female genitals present) is 
there any doubt about gender. Pandering to gender reassignment is insane. 

Acceptance of transgenderism is being forced upon children from an early age. In America 
school children (Third Grade) are forced to read a transgender book about a boy in dress 
while some schools officially allows boys to play girl’s sports. Many states passed laws to 
allow transgender men to use ladies toilets. President Obama stated that transgender kids 
are a new protected class.6 The latest Big Brother TV programme is centring on 
transsexual people, even forcing a male-to-female tranny to share a bed with a 
heterosexual man. 

                                                   
6 Buzz Feed News, live interview in the White House with Obama. 
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A man in Britain said ‘Alright Geezer’7 to a man he’d seen around town for years. The man 
took offence because he was now identified as female even though he looked brutishly 
male. The first man was prosecuted for a hate crime and convicted. It was only at appeal 
that the case was overturned when the defendant asked the judge which prison the 
transsexual would go to if he were ever convicted. Since he was legally a male the judge 
said, ‘a male prison’. With that the prosecution case fell apart, but the man had been under 
conviction for months and his life wrecked.8 

One man in America not only claims to be female, but the 52-year old claims that he is a 6-
year old girl. 

In Colorado Springs a boy was elected as homecoming princess. 

In New York City, Cooper Union College decided to remove all gender markings from its 
toilets. Soon many other institutions and public buildings did the same. In North Carolina, 
after Charlotte’s ‘bathroom bill’ was overturned, the ACLU filed a lawsuit. The Attorney 
General refused to defend the law on the basis of concerns about discrimination. 

Transgender models have recently been photographed in Vogue magazine. 

Several hundred new laws come into effect in California this month. One of them stops 
parents of primary school kids being able to opt-out of LGBT promoting subjects in the 
curriculum. LGBT textbooks are being mandated for primary schools throughout 
California where homosexuality, transgenderism and perversions are taught as normal 
behaviour to kids as young as four. Textbooks like this have been used in Britain for many 
years. 

Even more insane is the fact that these textbooks assign homosexual and lesbian labels to 
historical figures. Anyone who never married is presumed to be homosexual. Anyone who 
lived with a same sex person is considered homosexual. On this basis Morecambe and 
Wise plus Laurel and Hardy would be classed as Gay because they slept in the same bed 
(which was once commonplace due to necessity). 

Entertainment 
It has long been alleged that many of the top Hollywood stars, and many public celebrities 
are closet transgender people. The claim is that the degenerate elite that control the 
entertainment media take pleasure in deception (that much is certain since they are 
demonic) and love to get the public to admire various stars who are not what they seem. 

Now this is very difficult to prove but one recent claim was made by Harrison Ford in a 
Norwegian interview. The benign nature of his claim gives it all the more credence. He is 
not dishing the dirt but admitted his love for this person. He alleged that Carrie Fisher, the 
leading lady of the Star Wars movies was a transsexual. He said, ‘she had boy parts’. Despite 
this he admitted to being romantically involved with Fisher decades ago and remained very 
close. It was only after her death that he alleged this since he claimed that she was 
struggling with admitting this and was planning to out herself. 

Thus the romantic interest of millions of male adolescents in one of the biggest movies of 
all time was allegedly a man. 

                                                   
7 To foreign friends this is the same as saying, ‘Hey dude’, or ‘What’s up man’. 
8 Video at We Are Change. 
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Now I cannot confirm this and it could always be a scam but the claim has arisen many 
times. It is alleged that many female celebrities were born male and many male celebrities 
were born female. Various investigators have spent much time studying films of people 
showing, for example, that female stars have an Adam’s apple,9 or male physiology. Even 
Michelle Obama has been alleged to be a tranny by comedienne Joan Rivers and many 
others (Rivers was murdered shortly afterwards). 

If true, this is all part of the elite’s compunction to deceive and hoodwink the general 
public to demonstrate the extent of their power over people. 

Despite the claims of liberals that there are multiple genders that can be obtained by 
freewill, what all moral people know has now been proved by a Left-leaning university. A 
new UK study has proved that gender is not a social construct but innate and physiological. 
The study10 proved that from an early age, most children, aged 1 to 8, choose to play with 
toys typed to their own gender. External factors, such as the presence of an adult, 
geography, age, or gender-neutral toys had no effect. The older the child became, the more 
it centred on its own gender type toys. Not only was this choice declared to be innate and 
social but the likelihood was that it was biological. 

Now this study was from a Left-wing university women’s studies department; thus it has to 
have significant authority for liberals and Feminists, even if they choose to ignore common 
sense. Boys are boys and girls are girls. 

Trans-race 
Rachel Dolezal, who admits to being born white, identifies as black and is president of a 
Black institution. She claims to have been the victim of hate crimes and racism for being 
black. 

Shaun King, a Black Lives Matter activist, received grants from Oprah and made a career 
out of racist politics based on the idea that he was a black person. However, his mother was 
white, his father was white and he was white. 

Trans-species 
Men that are dogs 
Multiple people now identify themselves as dogs and dress up as a dog. One appeared as 
such sitting on the floor on the Good Morning TV show. This aberration is called ‘Puppy-
Play’.11 This nonsense grew out of the BDSM12 community and the men involved are 
usually Gay, showing that adopting perversions condemned by God’s word result in 
temporal judgment.13 

Women are also claiming to be cats 
One even claims to have been born as a cat but has suffered a genetic defect. Instead of 
calling in clinical psychologists these claims are being taken seriously. 

                                                   
9 The projection at the front of the neck formed by the thyroid cartilage of the larynx, often prominent in 
men. 
10 John A Barry, University College London’s Institute for Women’s Health, study: ‘Sex differences in 
children’s toy preferences: a systematic review, meta-regression, and meta-analysis, Barry et. al., 22 
November 2017, published in Infant and Child Development journal. 
11 The Guardian, ‘The men who live as dogs’, 25 May 2016. 
12 Bondage, Discipline, sadism and masochism regarding sexual practices. 
13 Rm 1:27, ‘Likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one 
another, men with men committing what is shameful, and receiving in themselves the penalty of their error 
which was due’. [RSV, ‘receiving in their own persons the due penalty for their error’.] 
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…. and reptiles 
A woman claims to be a reptile and uses make up to paint scales on her body. 

A man won woman of the year 
The infamous Caitlin Jenner (aka Bruce Jenner) was named as ‘Woman of the year’ by 
Glamour Magazine, despite having a penis. Before that he was given a publicity stunt 
award for courage for declaring that he was a woman. 

A man becomes a dragon lady 
A man who believes that he is a woman removed his nose and ears in order to become a 
dragon. 

Other sexual madness 

• A man in America engages in sex with his car. Apparently he uses the exhaust pipe. 

• There have been multiple cases of people needing medical treatment because they had 
sex with a vacuum cleaner. 

• Multiple people now have intimate relationships with dolls and manikins of various 
sorts. There is a growing industry for making sex dolls and separate plastic genitals. 

• The sado-masochism industry is booming and the number of shops catering for this 
perversion is increasing. Perverse sexual objects are now routinely shown on television 
and offered as suggestions to young people. 

• British television has a show called ‘Naked Attraction’, which features people picking a 
partner from a number of completely naked contestants. Mild pornography shows are 
forbidden to show genitals but this show (and various medical programmes) show 
genitalia quite openly. This is hypocritical. How can such shows get past the 
broadcasting guidelines? 

 
All this is complete madness. 

Corruption of entertainment 

This is a huge subject regarding propaganda that has been going on for decades. A study of 
this conditioning through entertainment would occupy many volumes of books. I will just 
give one example. 

Maleficent 
This is a classic example of Hollywood reversing traditional societal values. Maleficent is a 
2014 reworking of the old Fairy Tale of Sleeping Beauty or Briar Rose. This in turn derives 
from various medieval sources but the root regards saintly female martyrs in early 
Christian hagiography. 

Now fiction is of little value to Christians but society has long held some value to Fairy 
Stories, Fables and Nursery Rhymes as educative tools for children. They usually hold 
warnings about bad behaviour and wrongdoing or nuggets of wisdom for living. Thus the 
Aesop’s Fable, The Eagle and the Fox, teaches children to do unto others as you would 
have them do unto you, a Biblical doctrine. The story of The Hare and the Tortoise shows 
the value of patient fortitude. 

Fairy Stories were morality tales that usually revolved around the battle between evil and 
good (e.g. Little Red Riding Hood) and contained warnings about the perils of life; some 
even had double meanings containing political satire. 
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Now these tales have been interwoven in the cultural structures of western society for 
centuries and have a traditional value going back millennia. In many cases they were 
parallel stories mimicking Biblical principles – such as teaching the value of love, kindness, 
and justice. Satan today seeks to overturn such principles and reverse the stories. Thus 
films like Maleficent, which means ‘causing or capable of producing evil or harm’; the word 
derives from the Latin maleficus (‘wicked’) and malum (‘evil’). 

Here we have a supernatural being that has large horns and folded wings. These are 
traditional (but not Biblical) images relating to demons and the devil. There is no doubt 
about the intended meaning. In the original Disney animation the horns were not real but 
part of headgear. 

In the traditional story of Briar Rose14 (once told by Hollywood in a Disney animation, 
Sleeping Beauty (1959), before Zionists took over from Walt Disney) the wicked witch 
(whom Disney called ‘Maleficent’) was simply that – a wicked witch seeking to vent 
unprincipled wrath on humanity having taken offence for an unintended slight.  

Now, by the Zionist controlled Disney studios starring Angelina Jolie, the horned, winged 
being becomes the hero and saviour in a complete reversal of the story. Humans are 
portrayed as the traitors who caused the whole problem and Jolie is the wounded, betrayed 
heroine. In fact, the sleeping beauty’s (Aurora) father, the king, is killed instead of the 
witch and Aurora goes to live in a paradise with Maleficent. A more complete reversal of 
the story could not be imagined.  

Even small details of the story are reversed; for example: the forest of thorns was originally 
to protect the princess but in the modern story it is an evil place that protects Maleficent; 
the fairy godmothers are stupid and useless instead of protectors while Maleficent becomes 
the true fairy godmother. Even the kiss of the prince is a failure. 

In 1959 Maleficent was pure evil; in 2014 she is a complex, changeable, loveable, beautiful 
supernatural character who becomes the saviour of Aurora and kills her father. Can you 
believe this? The ‘saviour’ in the film kills the leading character’s father. 

The message of the new film is very clear: there is no true love amongst human beings but 
there is true love in the horned, supernatural, murderous anti-hero. 

This sort of reversal of folklore does many things. It causes confusion (of which the devil is 
the author); it reverses the original principles of the story; it seeks to portray a horned 
supernatural being as the saviour; it degrades human beings – we could go on and on. This 
is madness. 

Here is a short list of some of the reversals perpetrated by Disney Studios in this film. 

The traditional story The 2014 film ‘Maleficent’ 

The basis of the story is good and innocence overcoming evil. The basis of the story is that the villain is misunderstood and 
treated badly by men. Her anger is turned to love and she 
becomes the hero. 

The villain of the story is a witch that is clearly meant to be a 
symbol of demonic, evil forces. 

The horned, supernatural elf Maleficent turns out to be the 
saviour of the princess. 

                                                   
14 Written by Charles Perrault, 1628-1702, who also wrote Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella and Puss in 
Boots. They were based on old folklore stories. The Grimm brothers [Jacob (Ludwig Carl, 1785–1863) and 
Wilhelm (Carl, 1786–1859), German philologists and folklorists] edited and enhanced the stories 100 years 
later. 
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The wicked witch is the prime cause of the problem. Humans are the prime cause of the problem. 

The love of a good man cures the problem. The love of the wicked witch cures the problem. 

The wicked witch is pure evil and is denoted as a witch. The wicked witch character is changed to an innocent elf. 

The fairy godmothers are good. The fairy godmothers are stupid, clumsy, callous and ineffective. 

The last fairy godmother issues a spell to limit the witch’s curse. The limitation is issued by Maleficent herself. 

The king’s army has little or no role in the story. The original king and his army are portrayed as stupid and 
initiators of a needless war with innocent Maleficent. 

The princess’ father has a limited, benign role. The princess’ father is portrayed as a ruthless betrayer of men, a 
brutal betrayer of Maleficent, who gains the throne by deception. 
He is the origin of all the problems. 

The princess is beautiful, kind and innocent. The witch is dark, 
jealous and evil. 

Maleficent is more beautiful than the princess. The princess is 
rather dull and becomes the best friend of Maleficent. 

The thorny forest protects the sleeping princess and the court. The thorny forest protects the domain of Maleficent. 

The handsome prince restores the sleeping princess with a kiss. The rather dull prince fails to raise the princess with a kiss. 
Maleficent restores Aurora. 

The king is not adversely affected. The king is killed by Maleficent. 

The princess marries the prince and lives happily in a good 
kingdom. 

Aurora runs away to live with Maleficent in the enchanted moors. 

The hero of the story is an honourable man. The hero/villain of the story is an evil woman. 

The hero of the story is a righteous man. The hero of the story is a vexatious despot, a ruthless killer and 
the killer of the princess’ father. 

  

 

This film will cause massive confusion to children and will make the original story 
obsolete. It is vehement propaganda of the worst kind and is thoroughly anti-Christian. 
The owners of the studio today are Zionists whose Talmudic doctrine hates Christ and 
Christians. 

Today, children’s entertainment is no longer innocent or safe and mainstream suppliers 
cannot be trusted. Parents need to understand the wicked war that is being waged on the 
minds of their children. Christian parents need to wake up and start protecting their 
children from Hollywood conditioning. No movie / TV entertainment at all is better than 
unbridled access to satanic propaganda. 

The craze for stupid pranks 

Television is now awash with rubbish that claims to be entertainment that consists of 
people doing stupid things, sometimes very extreme stupid things. People are so obsessed 
with being a celebrity that they decide on some crazy prank and film it. Many are seriously 
injured in this process and some have even died. 

Since this is familiar to all I need not comment extensively here. Some examples include: 

• A man cemented his head into a microwave oven and required the fire brigade to free it, 
which took a considerable time. 

• A boy exploded a firework inserted into his anus, which split it apart requiring medical 
treatment. 

• Men have stapled their naked bodies with stapling guns. 
 
All this is a desecration of the body, which is a sin against the Creator who made it for 
honour. It is part of the elite’s desire to ruin God’s creation and celebrate it. The elite enjoy 
seeing foolish men (rarely women) desecrate and damage their own bodies. It shows the 
hold they have over gullible people through psychological conditioning. It is part of the 
collapse of society into madness. 
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Another aspect of desecration of the body is the current fad for tattooing and body-
piercing. I recently explained in a paper about this that it is encouraging foolish people to 
adopt pagan and occult religious practices. 

The degeneration of science into a tool of the elite 

Now I will not analyse all the various aspects of this because I have done so in multiple 
papers.15 These have explained the lies, corruption, and propaganda regarding: chemtrails, 
GM foods, fluoridated water, climate change policies, cancer treatment, medication, 
mobile ‘phones, EMF radiation, vaccines, food additives and so on. 

The result of the lies behind these policies is: sickness and death, which was the original 
purpose of the elite (remember that the elite are publicly committed to reducing the world 
population to 500 million, i.e. killing 6.5 billion people). 

In reality no one can any longer trust the safety of: the water they drink, the food they eat, 
the medical treatment they receive and the air that they breathe. Only an insane world 
government deliberately poisons its own population. The majority of cancers are caused by 
elite strategies; such as: processed food, sugar in everything, EMF radiation, pesticides, 
GM food, vaccines, polluted water etc. 

The reason for this is that scientific research requires grants, and the grants are given by 
globalist corporations and globalist benefactors. This ensures the corruption of scientific 
papers, which leads to the corruption of products, such as pharmaceuticals. One Oxford 
University study found that over 40% of scientific papers surveyed contained serious 
mistakes or outright fraud. MIT students produced an algorithm that could write a 
scientific paper by fraud. They published a paper written by a computer which was entirely 
bogus and within months it was verified and republished hundreds of times by scientists. 

Any paper that is sponsored by corporations is suspect. This is why, for example, papers on 
mobile ‘phones paid for by telecommunication firms all state that mobile ‘phones are 
completely safe. Papers published independently by universities state that mobile ‘phones 
are not safe at all but cause brain damage and cancer. 

To summarise some of the falsities created by modern science (fake science) I will quote a 
list from Mike Adams.16 THESE ARE ALL LIES. 

• All the chemicals in vaccines, pharmaceuticals, pesticides and personal care products 
are completely safe. 

• All vaccines are exhaustively tested and proven to work with 100% efficacy and present 
no health risk. 

• There are an infinite number of genders and a person can instantly override their gene 
expression. 

• Everything in the universe is caused by climate change. 

• All herbs, nutrients, dietary supplements and alternative medical treatments are 
worthless and dangerous; but statins can save your life. 

• The brain-damaging fluoride in water is added because the government cares about 
your dental health. 

                                                   
15 For details of this see papers such as: ‘The Depths of Deception’ or ‘The reality of the satanic agenda’. 
16 The Health Ranger, ‘The top ten big science lies of 2018’, 2 January 2018. 
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• Exposure to toxic chemicals, heavy metals, chemotherapy and pesticides doesn’t cause 
cancer. 

• All the top science authorities and medical experts never lie and never engage in 
propaganda motivated by profit. 

• It is safe to saturate your food with glyphosate herbicide. 
 
We now have the situation where:  

• The government is pouring toxins from aeroplanes into the atmosphere and polluting 
air, soil and water tables. 

• Companies are pouring poisonous herbicides and pesticides all over food which causes 
sickness to humans, ruins the soil and kills pollinating insects. 

• Corporations are putting toxic chemicals into the very genes of growing food plants. 

• Corporations are pouring highly toxic heavy metals into the drinking water supplies. 

• Corporations produce medications that actually make people sick so that they will 
require even more medications. [Statins is an example of such a ‘gateway drug’.] 

• There are vaccination programmes that actually: kill people, sterilise people, weaken 
people, damage brain cells and cause autism. 

• Some modern plagues were created in the laboratories of corporations; HIV is one 
example. 

• Companies make up new syndromes and diseases just so they can sell more drugs to 
people that don’t need them. 

• Companies make up new diseases to cover up the fact that they were caused by 
vaccines; Guillain Barre Syndrome being but one example. 

• Corporations and governments are hiding the fact that traditional cancer cures have a 
90% success rate at little or zero cost while allopathic cures (chemotherapy, radiation 
etc.) have a poor success rate, make people sicker and cost a fortune. 

• Governments are hiding the fact that various types of radiation, commonly found in 
homes, cause cancer and brain damage. The sources include: microwave ovens, mobile, 
‘phones, Tetra masts, Smart meters, WiFi etc. 

 
I could greatly extend this list but to little profit. You need to understand that globalist 
corporations and national governments are not benevolent but are literally servants of 
Satan (whether knowingly or unwittingly). The people in control of the earth are wicked 
Luciferians that are out to depopulate the earth. Many of the ills of modern society are 
deliberately caused by the policies of the elite. 

This is madness. 

High-Level paedophilia 

Again, I have detailed information on this subject in previous papers, which need not be 
repeated here. 

What you need to understand, and it requires little imagination, is that the top people 
controlling the world (politicians, corporatists, bankers, etc.) are not only servants of the 
devil in very real terms, but very many are paedophiles. One day soon this will become 
understood. 

When people are already committed to appalling corruption in the halls of power, it 
becomes but a little step to go beyond corruption, fraud, lying, stealing and even murder to 
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being a paedophile. Added to this is the fact that many of the secret societies which rule the 
global elite (there are many) have paedophilia as part of its satanic ethos. 

Now the paedophilia starts with lust and pleasure but then becomes part of satanic rituals 
that serve to worship Satan and to supposedly gain power by taking a child’s life-source 
(yes, they actually believe this). This is where the drinking of the blood of babies and 
infants comes from, reported throughout history and prevalent in Luciferian religions. I 
recently explained this. 

The very religion that God condemned in the OT (Pharisaism) and which Jesus 
condemned in the NT, was guilty of ritual sacrifice of children to Moloch. This same 
religion is now manifest in Talmudic Judaism, which has constantly been accused of blood 
sacrifices for centuries. Rabbis regularly suck the blood from the penis of circumcised 
infants. Many people in the ruling elite are Talmudic Zionists. 

It is a fact that this is becoming understood due to multiple exposures. It is why Donald 
Trump has written an executive order that seeks to bring down the elite. This executive 
order17 is aimed at prosecuting child traffickers and abusers, plus people involved in 
corruption.  

This is why there have been  

• Multiple sealed indictments of high-level politicians and corporatists recently. 

• Why Tony Podesta has resigned from his corporation. 

• Why Hillary Clinton and John McCain are covering up ankle monitors. 

• Why multiple US flights were stopped or forced to return, even after four hours flying, 
after the executive order came into effect 

• And why facilities in Gitmo18 have been expanded with additional Marines and an 
unprecedented number of unmarked flights have recently been there. 

 
Britain is not unaffected by this iniquity; in fact it is probably the source of the problem. 
High-level paedophile rings operate in every major social structure: the judiciary, the 
police force, the secret services, Westminster, the magistrature, social service, education 
and so on.  

In fact it has been alleged by very many people, and even newspaper headlines, that a 
paedophile ring operates within Buckingham Palace for the benefit of the royals. It is 
claimed that this was one reason that Princess Diana was killed, as she was about to spill 
the beans. There are certainly extant legal allegations against Prince Andrew for sexual 
abuse of a minor on Jeffrey Epstein’s ‘orgy island’ that the Clintons frequent in the 
Caribbean. There have been multiple claims of sexual abuse by investigators against 
several royals in Britain and more in Europe, especially the Netherlands. Note also how 
Jimmy Savile was a close friend of Prince Charles, and close to other royals and was 
knighted by the Queen. Savile was not just a pervert and paedophile but was a procurer of 
children for VIPs. 

The case alleging that there is a high-level paedophile ring within Westminster is so huge 
that it can no longer be covered up, despite every effort of the establishment. Several 
politicians have already been accused or investigated while multiple victims keep naming 

                                                   
17 ‘Executive Order blocking the property of persons involved in serious human rights abuse or corruption, 
Law and Justice’, 21 December 2017. 
18 Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
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the same perpetrators. One chief inspector said that there was enough evidence to 
prosecute Edward Heath were he alive, though he was immediately punished for saying 
this as the elite began the cover up. There is no doubt that there is a scandal waiting to 
erupt here that will initiate a tidal wave of prosecutions. 

The fact that the rulers of the earth are paedophiles is insanity. 

Identity politics 

The conditioning of the elite through the media has been so effective that many on the left 
in America (e.g. Antifa)19 have become outright fascists, though they claim to attack 
fascism (hence the name, ‘Anti-Fascism’). 

The brainwashing of people that cannot think for themselves is so severe that they are 
approaching insanity, and in many cases manifest insanity (such as Left-wing activists that 
stand and scream at the sky in the street).20 

This conditioning has now got to the stupid and frightening level where even mainstream 
journalists and Feminists are calling for the killing of all white men. An editor of the 
Huffington Post (Emily McCombs) published a Tweet (on 29.12.17) seeking women to 
band together to kill men. This is the Editorial Director of Parents for the Huffington Post, 
a radical Feminist. Announcing a plot demanding genocide on social media was pretty 
stupid.21 She also denominates society as, ‘a wave crash of misogyny and rape culture’. 
Another Tweet stated, ‘Filed my nails into sharp little points last night so that I may spear and 

devout the hearts of men … can we have a day without men tomorrow?’. 

Now none of the many men that I know, or have ever known, have been rapists; in fact 
they all loved women and some were a little scared of them. In fact, many marriages are 
based on the mother ruling the roost and it has always been thus.22 Claiming that all men 
are rapist misogynists that need to be killed is an example of insanity. Yet instead of being 
locked in a lunatic asylum, this women is a senior editor in the media allowed to spew her 
vile hatred and misandry to the world of gullible people. 

But it is not just anti men that is the problem, it is anti white men. 

A Texas student newspaper ran a headline saying that white DNA is an abomination. It 
said that ‘white death will mean liberation for all … whiteness is a construct used to perpetuate a 

system of racist power [white people are] an aberration’.23 The column continued, ‘I hate you 

because you shouldn’t exist … upon meeting you, die’. I don’t think it is an exaggeration to 
suggest that the writer of this piece needs medical attention. 

The programming of the elite over young people has led to the point where the murder of 
white men is now fully justified. Expect random assassinations. 

                                                   
19 A large Left-Wing radical group that stages protests and riots against conservatives. They seek the ousting 
or even death of Donald Trump. 
20 I am not right wing and don’t deny there are many conservatives who are unsavoury but that is not my 
point here. 
21 Note that conservatives who publish the truth get social media deleted or terminated, but a Leftist 
advocating murder is fine! 
22 Hopefully not in Biblical homes. 
23 FOX News, Greg Norman, Education, 30 November 2017. 
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The insanity of all this continues. Farmer’s Markets are now being attacked by the US Left 
and derided as racist activities. A Drexel University professor openly espoused ‘white 
genocide’ for Christmas urging people to consider the mass murder of white people. 

Some US and UK universities have demanded that all books containing certain words that 
upset the Left must be burned.24 Students are creating lists of ‘trigger words’ demanding 
that books containing them be removed from libraries. It is unbelievable that students 
have been so brainwashed that they lead the charge AGAINST free speech. 

Some college professors have claimed that mathematics is racist because the history of 
maths is full of white people. Others have said that philosophy is racist because too many 
philosophers are white. A Leftist Muslim professor in a California university says that 
violence against whites is ‘morally required’. The University of Delaware requires new 
recruits to attend a course that teaches that ‘all whites are racist’. 

Feminist comedienne Iliza Shlesinger actually violated California law in LA when she 
decided to ban all men from a gig, even those with purchased tickets. 

The DNC25 Deputy Chairman, Keith Ellison (Congressman for Minnesota) posed in a 
Twitter photo with the book, ‘Antifa: The anti fascist handbook’ (by Mark Bray). He added 
that this book should, ‘strike fear in the heart’ of the President. This book is filled with anti-
white hatred and includes the notion of establishing ‘kill zones’ for killing conservatives and 
white people. Surely fomenting violence is contrary to US laws? Since Antifa has initiated 
multiple acts of violence (such as at Charlottesville and Berkeley) the Dept. of Homeland 
Security has classified its members as domestic terrorists who engage in terrorist violence. 
Having a Congressman support domestic terrorist violence is the height of insanity. 

All this is but a part of the elite plan to demolish society, attack Christianity and set 
demographic groups against each other. They want a violent civil war that will destroy 
nations so that they can step in with martial law and rebuild the country as an elite 
Communist, totalitarian state. 

Poisoning the planet 

Fracking 
It is incredible that the same elite, which fills headlines with the fake story about the 
dangers of CO2 in the atmosphere, is actively promoting Fracking, which does far more 
actual damage. It has been categorically proven that Fracking can poison the water table, 
and has done so in America already. It is also proven that Fracking can stimulate 
earthquakes, and this has even occurred in Lancashire. 

Despite this, the Environmental Agency (EA) is allowing Fracking to go ahead in Britain 
even when scientists are warning of the hazards. The lack of care for the environment by 
the EA has actually caused tension with the Planning Agency, which has denied planning 
permission more than once, such as at Wressle where Edgon was refused oil production. 

Permission has been granted for IGas to drill two wells at Misson Springs, which is being 
countered by multiple activists, such as Ian R Crane. Various other sites, especially in 
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Lincolnshire are under threat. There are about a dozen 
potential fracking sites in the north. 

                                                   
24 Liberalmob.com, Jayson Veley, 4 January 2018. 
25 Democratic National Committee. 
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Only an insane person could even consider using Fracking to produce oil; it isn’t even 
economically sound. Pouring toxic chemicals into the earth close to the water table is only 
one aspect of the insanity. 

Pesticides, herbicides, GMOs 
I believe my readers understand this issue sufficiently for me to say little here. Decades of 
using these products on agricultural land is now coming to roost in multiple ways. The soil 
is being depleted of all goodness. Insects are being demolished in astonishing ways. In 
some areas up to 70% of insect life has vanished, while bees (which are vital to much food 
production) are in near terminal decline. Spraying of pesticides causes cancer to local 
populations downwind. In India the complete failure of GM technology causes the death by 
suicide of a farmer every couple of minutes. 

I have explained all this before so I will avoid repetition here. 

Radioactive waste 
There is no safe way to store radioactive waste and there have been multiple cases globally 
of accidental pollution to land and water tables where storage drums broke down. 
Countries that used to accept barrels of waste have now refused to do so. 

No one seems to have an answer for this problem and barrels are being stockpiled in 
certain British locations at considerable risk. 

Plastic waste 
Councils have spent huge amounts in recent years to accommodate EU regulations (at a 
huge cost for failure) to recycle plastic material. For years this material has been exported 
to China. However, China has now decided to stop accepting this plastic and now there is 
no alternative except for councils to burn the plastic, which is a massive cause of toxic 
pollution to the atmosphere. Dioxins and other particulates will now be dispersed in the 
local environment. 

Before the recycling frenzy, plastic waste was dumped in landfill sites where it was safely 
broken down, albeit over some time. Now we will have poisoned air to breathe instead. 

For years I have said that it was far better in the past to use glass bottles which were fully 
recycled by taking them back to shops for a return fee. 

Big Brother 

No, not the TV show (which is proof of insanity in itself) but the complete loss of privacy 
for the individual. The scale of the secret services intervention into the private matters of 
the public is now extreme. 

Last night I watched part of a TV programme called ‘Hunted’, where mock law 
enforcement officers chase mock criminals on the run. What is concerning is that even the 
TV production company had the ability to tap private mobile ‘phone conversations using 
technology available to the police. When did that become allowable (answer, after the 
powers granted for dealing with terrorism post 9/11). 

Corporations and the state work together to control all private information, especially our 
communications. Even in the 1990s MI5 was wiretapping telephones and keeping files on 
hundreds of thousands of private citizens who had committed no crime. Innocent people 
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were imprisoned due to suppressed evidence and the corruption of the secret services.26 
Today the situation is far worse with the advances of technology. 

The scale of government surveillance is staggering, as Edward Snowden has revealed. 
Internet companies allowed the US NSA and the British GCHQ open access to private 
content. This data was also passed to the EU. Government agencies even view private video 
content. I’m told that secret service clerks that were forced to watch many explicit 
romantic video calls later needed counselling. Computer hardware, even USB cables, 
comes with a backdoor entry point for government spies. All of social media is collated by 
agencies to use against individuals. 

Government agencies manipulate the news and even write the stories, which are filled with 
lies. Fake news has been around a long time. 

Mussolini defined fascism as the merging of the state and the corporate world. In that case, 
we are living in a fascist society right now. 

To show the unbridled power of the government, consider the fact that Theresa May has 
just stolen £330 million from the public.27 This is ‘unlocking’ supposedly dormant bank 
accounts and is enabled by an act of Parliament passed in 2008. This money does not 
belong to the government but it has taken it anyway. £1 billion of dormant money has been 
identified. 

Governments have frequently stolen money from private bank accounts during times of 
financial crisis, such as in Greece and Sicily recently. President FD Roosevelt stole all the 
gold from private individuals under pain of imprisonment. 

Breakdown of law enforcement 

Ignore all the falling crime statistics, they have been manipulated for decades – yet even 
these show alarming rises in violent crime.28 Only a hermit would fail to be aware that 
there is a massive violent crime wave going on right now (in addition to multiple other 
crimes and especially drug abuse). All rational people understand that inner city centres 
are now no go areas for decent people at weekends. This is a significant societal change. 

Example: Worthing, where I live, has always been a quiet town despite being the largest 
town in West Sussex. For many years people in Brighton (where I used to live) joked about 
needing an over-80 pass to visit because it was a retirement location, filled with old people. 
This has now changed as many from Brighton have relocated there to avoid the 
degeneration and high house prices. The influx of young people that the town could 
already not cater for socially, coincided with a dramatic cut of patrolling beat police 
officers. We haven’t seen any in our area for many years and they are rarely seen in the 
town centre, despite the police station being there. 

                                                   
26 Annie Machon (ex-MI5) lecture. 
27 See UK Column News 4 January 2017. 
28 Data from the Mayor of London’s Police and Crime Office show that for 2015-2016 to 2016-2017: 
homicides in London rose by 27.1%. Youth homicide rose by 70%. Youth violence rose by 19%. Robbery rose 
by 33.4%. Home burglaries rose by 18.7%. Theft rose by 33.9%. Knife crime rose by 31.3%. Rape rose by 
18.3%. Gun crime rose by 16.3%. In London the reason is bad management of the Muslim mayor Sadiq Khan 
since, proportionately, London has lost fewer front-line officers than other areas (3%). London overtook New 
York as the most dangerous capital in the western world. The previous mayor had brought crime rates down. 
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Now the situation is that every Friday and Saturday night there are multiple fights and 
terrible injuries. Taxis won’t go to certain areas at these times. A young friend of mine was 
bottled last week when he tried to intervene to protect someone. The son of my next-door 
neighbour was slashed coming home from school; the father was held up at knifepoint a 
few weeks ago in the town. Less than a mile from me, in a quiet suburb, a 47-year old man 
was murdered on the street. Worthing now has some of the highest crime rates in the 
country. Albanian gangs rule drug and sex trafficking in the west of the town centre. A 
policeman used to be present at the largest school in the community; his job has now been 
axed. Now you can get any drug you want from drug dealers in the school playground. All 
of this is new for Worthing. 

But this is just typical of what has occurred nationwide. Town centres everywhere have 
become crime dens experiencing terrible violence. Knife crime (after prohibiting bushcraft 
knife sales for decent law-abiding people online) has gone through the roof.29 Multiple 
stabbings occur in London on a daily basis. At New Year four terrible stabbing deaths 
occurred in one night in London. 

Why? 

The simple answer is Theresa May. No one else is as accountable. Until she was PM she 
was Home Secretary, so she has had the main responsibility for over 7 years. All she did 
was cut police numbers dramatically by many thousands in the stupid belief that 
computers would help get rid of staff. (Introducing IT systems always increases clerical 
staff levels.) Front line officers were greatly reduced. The reliance on technology is useless; 
this is proved by the fact that detection rates were far higher in Victorian times than today. 

In a nutshell the government has lost control of the streets, something that took decades to 
achieve to create a peaceful society. 

In an interview with Sky News former Met. Police investigator Peter Kirkham blew the lid 
off the cover up of crime rates in this country, fully blaming May for loss of control of 
public space. Other factors are all worsening. Deaths on the roads are rising because traffic 
police have been cut. Shoplifting is going through the roof and is often not even being 
investigated. Anti-social behaviour is becoming a big problem because there are no 
neighbourhood officers. Burglaries are no longer routinely investigated. There is a moped 
crime epidemic. There is a wave of acid attacks. Kirkham said that Theresa May ‘has the 
blood of these young people on her hands … There are too few police officers to keep the public 

safe. … Nothing seems to be raising the awareness of this government. They just seem to be 

ignoring everything. … There is a public disaster happening in slow motion before our eyes.’  

Eradicating the safety of the public in the streets is an elite objective. They want chaos and 
devastation of society so that they can eventually introduce martial law and take over as 
despots. This is why the government is doing everything wrong and nothing right. 

Austerity measures 

It is a simple academic, historical fact that austerity measures never work in recession but 
often spark revolution. All sane historians and economists know this. It was Georgian 
austerity measures that initiated the American Revolution. It was the austerity measures of 
the Bourbons that led to the French Revolution. Austerity measures in recent times have 

                                                   
29 Just as gun crime went through the roof after the government prohibited law-abiding collectors from 
having replica guns or owning pistols for sport. 
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led to thousands of unnecessary deaths and stimulated the rise of far right political 
parties.30 They are always a disaster. 

So why have the Tory governments, supposedly filled with brainy people, pursued them 
with vigour. It is not to balance the books because the Tories doubled the national debt, 
austerity never boosts economic growth. It is common sense: reduced economic growth 
results in increased debt.31 Austerity measures can only work in times of expansion, never 
in recession.  

Despite knowing this, the Tories eliminated 490,000 government jobs, cut budgets by 
49%, increased the retirement age, cut the income tax allowance for pensioners, reduced 
child benefits and raised tobacco taxes. (Unemployment is low because most young people 
are on zero-hours, part-time contracts – which produce less tax.) Yet the government is an 
important component of GDP; such actions lead to less tax, reduced growth and increased 
debt. Add the side effects of austerity (worsened national health, increased depression, 
more work less relaxation, nervous stress, more sick days, more incapacity, deaths) and the 
GDP is hit even harder. 

The reason is ideological. Tories hate the Welfare State and want it abolished. This is why 
Jeremy Hunt is destroying the NHS by 1,000 cuts.  

Worse than that, the global elite have demanded austerity measures to be implemented in 
many countries as part of their plan to ruin nations and destroy society. So austerity has 
been implemented in the EU, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, France, Germany and the 
USA. Some countries, like Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece are now basket cases facing 
oblivion. Already civil war is becoming possible in countries like Spain, Germany and 
France. Catalonia has already started the break up process from Madrid. 

The insanity of austerity measures is not an accident; it is a pre-conceived plan of the elite 
to help the conspiracy to ruin society and devastate nations. They believe that out of the 
wreckage of ruined nations a global empire can form under their totalitarian control. 

Government controlled trafficking 

Drug trafficking 
Some may find this assertion unbelievable but I have explained the history of this in 
several papers. Britain has been involved in drug trafficking for profit since long before the 
Opium Wars, and this is a subject (or used to be) in the educational history curriculum.  

After its formation as the key elite vehicle in foreign policy, the CIA took over from Britain 
as the world’s leading drug trafficker. The reason for the Afghan War, which is now the 
longest ever US war, was manifestly to protect the supply of heroin which the Taliban had 
terminated. Heroin supply in the west, which had dwindled by 95%, was restored to full 
production again after US soldiers enforced and guarded poppy production. 

In addition the CIA has transported drugs from Latin and South America for decades. 
Partly to make huge amounts of money and partly to subjugate the US youth and the Black 
population in particular; just as it used LSD in the 1960s to dumb-down the Hippie 
Movement. 

                                                   
30 David Stuckler & Sanjay Basu, Democracy Now,  ‘The Body Economic: Why austerity kills’, 21 may 2013.   
31 In 2012 even the IMF reported that the EU’s austerity measures had worsened the debt crisis. 
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Observe that, despite the supposed best efforts of western governments, drug abuse and 
supply is now worse than ever. The reason is that the government does not want this to 
change and makes huge amounts of money from trafficking drugs. Trillions have been 
gained for elite projects by the CIA alone. This is now so obvious that even mainstream 
media outlets and Hollywood films have demonstrated it. Occasionally there is massive 
publicity about some minor drug haul, but this is simply a periodic display to perpetuate 
the myth while the secret government trafficking continues. 

Child trafficking for sex slaves and abuse 
The top power players in the world, both supra government and infra government, are not 
only paedophiles but also use paedophilia for various projects. There are two main causes 
for the trafficking of children; the first is the various criminal Mafia gangs, such as 
Albanian gangs in France or the Muslim gangs in Britain; the other is the national 
governments of the US, Britain, Australia and other nations. 

Often the government is not directly actively involved in the particulars of child trafficking 
but uses certain individuals to run trafficking empires, which they then use for elite 
purposes. When a major trafficker is discovered publicly, they are usually terminated 
before they can expose the whole network. 

Victims of trafficking become pawns used, particularly in embassies and especially 
Washington DC, for the entertainment of diplomats, ambassadors, civil service staff, kings, 
princes, and national leaders. The Saudi family is an especially favoured client at the 
paedophile hotels in Washington. It has been alleged by multiple people and reports that 
high level politicians, such as the Clintons and their entourage, are key players in this foul 
business. There is also the use of children killed for body parts in organ trafficking and use 
within satanic elite rituals. 

It is for this reason that Trump has signed his recent executive order targeting these 
criminals (see ‘High-Level Paedophilia’). If this corporate and government sexual abuse of 
children were fiction, why would the President issue an executive order enabling him to 
seize the property of individuals and corporations specifically for sexual abuse? 

Another key reason is that sexual abuse is filmed by MI5 and others in order to blackmail 
politicians and make them key assets for the global elite. 

The corruption and domination of wickedness by national governments is madness. 

The destruction of the NHS 

Again, I have documented the gradual, deliberate, phased destruction of the NHS by the 
Tories in several papers. The current chaos in the NHS is nothing to do with winter 
pressure, or old people, but a severe lack of funding caused by over £35bn cuts since 2010.  

Plans for the gradual break up of the trust and the replacement with insurance-based 
treatment is well underway. These include: 

• The 2012 Health and Social Care Act allows hospitals to increase their private income 
to 49% of their total income. Before 2010 this was limited to 2%. In reality this means 
that hospitals like the Royal Marsden treated an increase of 30.2% of private patients in 
2016 over 2010 but only an extra 17.2% NHS patients. Eventually hospitals giving free 
treatment will be like trying to find NHS dental practices now – very difficult. 

• Complex operating practices masks the level of private hospital work (such as private 
firms using the logo ‘NHS’ on their signs). 
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• Big private interests are now creaming off profits from NHS work instead of it being 
reinvested into patient care. More than 20% of the NHS has already been privatised. 
For instance, the blood transfusion service is now run by an American hedge fund. 

• Setting up new bodies that are essentially run by insurance firms where poor people 
will not get certain types of treatment. Jeremy Hunt is proposing to change NHS bodies 
into Accountable Care Organisations [ACOs]. These will be given money for care as an 
insurance premium and will only pay out for certain treatments, like an insurance 
company. Many of the bodies will actually be handed over to insurance companies and 
private firms. ACOs will determine what service is free and what is to be paid for. They 
will get bigger budgets if they save money (i.e. cut front-line services). They will be 
subject to commercial rules and will hide behind corporate confidentiality. They have 
no legal basis under any Act of Parliament. 

 
In addition we see such statistics as: 

• NHS staff real income cut by almost £2,000 over seven years.32 

• NHS spending on private ambulances rose to £80 million.33 Most trusts regularly fail 
their ambulance response times. Over 400,000 ambulance calls were made by fire-
fighters last year. Ambulance response times are the worst since records began. People 
are needlessly dying because they waited hours for an ambulance. 

• NHS bed shortages (due to closed wards and hospitals) leaves hospitals struggling to 
cope.34 Sustainability and Transformation plans (STPs) propose to cut even more beds. 
Last winter hospitals had around 96% of their beds full; anything over 85% is 
considered a high-risk scenario, especially due to infection rates. The number of 
hospital beds in England has more than halved over the last 30 years. The NHS now 
has fewer acute hospital beds per person than almost any other comparable health 
system. 

 
The NHS regularity tops the list of most efficient health care services and is also one of the 
cheapest to run. America is the most expensive and ranks 38th in the world. Yet the Tories 
are trying to introduce an American style health service. This is inexplicable – until you 
factor in the truth that scores of Tory MPs are on the board of health care private firms and 
stand to make a lot of money from NHS privatisation. 

This is insanity. 

Harming people with technology 

The facts about EMF, radio frequency radiation and similar phenomena will one day be 
exposed as a massive criminal enterprise to make people sick and die. It has been known 
for decades that exposure to technology that emits such radiation is harmful. Despite this, 
governments have allowed companies to manufacture more and more powerful products 
that emit radiation: most notably microwave ovens, IPhones, Ipads and laptop computers, 
without any warning. 

Proof that the government has known about this for decades is found in a declassified US 
Navy document. This is the Navy Medical Research Institute’s paper, ‘Bibliography of 

                                                   
32 The Independent, 21 September 2017. 
33 The Independent, 18 September 2017. 
34 The Independent, 28 September 2017. 
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reported biological phenomena (‘effects’) and clinical manifestations attributed to 
microwave and radio-frequency radiation’.35 

I cannot list all the effects here but they are devastating and very many. These include: 
heating of organs (including bone marrow); damage to eyes; damage to genitals; alteration 
of diameter of blood vessels; change in organ functions; damage to liver; decreased 
fertility; damage to foetuses; kidney damage; changes to cerebral cortex; changes to heart 
function; haemorrhage of lungs, liver guts and brain; enzyme changes; cell damage; 
metabolic disorders; degeneration of body tissue; death.  

Ailments resulting include: headaches, insomnia, electro-cephalographic changes, nerve 
disorders, lesions, heart problems, seizures, convulsions, fatigue, synapse damage, 
depression, impotence, anxiety, lack of concentration, dizziness, hallucinations, memory 
loss, chest pain, tremors, blood disorders, cholesterol changes, hypertension, thrombosis, 
anorexia, constipation, stomach problems, thyroid enlargement, adrenal problems, genetic 
problems. 

Note that all these known effects were long before the advent of very powerful cell ‘phones 
placed next to the head!!! This is why multiple independent studies (not those funded by 
telecommunication firms) have demonstrated that mobile ‘phones cause cancer and other 
effects. 

To this we can now add the known dangers of WiFi stations, Smart meters, large flat TV 
screens, Tetra and other radiation masts that cover the country and are prevalent in 
schools, wireless masts, 4G masts etc. 

Now the establishment knew this decades ago. Microwave ovens were banned in the USSR 
since reports in the late 40s showed how dangerous they are. It is established that these 
change proteins into prions and cause cancer. Care homes and some hospitals give patients 
ready meals that are microwaved; this is turning poor quality processed food into poison. 

So multiple household objects are, in fact, very dangerous items that cause multiple 
ailments including cancer. 

Now one of the aims of the elite is to get rid of 6 billion people from the planet.36 One way 
to achieve this is to ruin fertility. We know for certain that some programmes (such as 
vaccination) not only do this but even target certain demographics, such as Black people.37 
Mobile phones are often placed in pockets next to the pelvis and they are known to cause 
sterility. What is proven is that fertility rates in young people have been crashing in the last 
two decades; coincidence? Hardly. 

What the elite did was to create a product that every young person could become addicted 
to (and it is an addiction) which would then slowly hurt them and finally kill them. How 
insane is that. 

Apart from the physical effects of radiation, studies have now shown that young people are 
psychologically damaged by their ‘phones. Surveys show that cell ‘phones have not made 

                                                   
35 By Zorach R Glasser PhD, project MF12.524.015-00043, report No. 2, 4 October 1971 (reprinted with 
revisions 20 April 1972), NMRI, Bethesda, Maryland. 
36 I prove this in ‘Depths of Deception’. See the Atlanta granite ‘Georgia Guidestones’. 
37 See article by Mike Adams in Natural Health. 
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people happier but more unhappy. They create depression and dependence. They cause 
sleeplessness. They make people less sociable and more lonely.38 

Finally, it should cause alarm that providers of these new gadgets, Bill Gates and Steve 
Jobs, both stopped or restricted their children using cell ‘phones, tablets and computers 
because they knew the damage they do.39 So did many other technological manufacturers. 
They don’t care that your kids don’t know this danger. 

Nature’s response 

Paul explains that the natural world is deeply affected by human sin and longs for release 
from the bondage this has caused.40 Human sin corrupts nature both directly and 
indirectly; sin disturbs the natural harmony and balance of the world indirectly while man 
directly damages the environment by his specific actions. The more that humans sin, the 
worse the effects on nature. 

Now I could write a very large book on the deleterious effects of man on the world in the 
last century; in fact civilisation has been a disaster for the planet, and I’m not talking about 
global warming but pollution and destruction. I could talk about the decline of the bee 
population, unnatural floods, soil depletion, an animal going extinct every day, damage to 
marine life, and so on. In fact the Fukushima disaster alone has polluted the whole Pacific 
Ocean and killed millions of marine animals, including fish populations washed up on 
American coastlines and entire pods of whales. But here I will simply focus on British 
trees. 

Like bees, trees are vital to human existence. They process CO2 to grow and then exhale 
oxygen. They are like filters for the air that we breathe. Sadly we have seen species after 
species attacked mercilessly, such as by the devastating Dutch Elm Disease that killed 30 
million trees. Today we are faced with Ash dieback; 128 million ash trees are now at risk 
(ash trees are the third commonest broadleaf tree after oak and birch). 955 mammals, 
birds, insects, fungi and lichens use the tree with over 100 being dependent upon it. 

People are being faced with a wood near them, containing 100 year-old ash trees, needing 
to be completely cut down. Some of the woods in the Yorkshire Dales are 90% ash, and the 
landscape is now being denuded. Lathkill Dale in the Peak District has a canopy that is 
95% ash. 

The cause is the Chalara ash dieback fungus (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus). The main entry 
point was imported saplings. Ironically, after the demise of ancient elm trees in the 70s, 
which had been the most common farmland species, the woods were largely replaced with 
ash. 

The economic cost of just this disease in particular is estimated to be £600,000 in 2018 
alone. 

                                                   
38 Zero Hedge, ‘More lonely, fewer friends, less sex, have smartphones destroyed a generation?’, 6 August 
2017. 
39 The Independent, ‘The reason Steve Jobs didn’t let his children use an iPad’, 24 February 2016. The 
Independent, ‘Bill Gates limits his children’s use of technology’, 21 April 2017. 
40 Rm 8:19-22, ‘For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits for the revealing of the sons of God. 
For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it in hope; because 
the creation itself also will be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the 
children of God. For we know that the whole creation groans and labours with birth pangs together until 
now’. 
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Another threat to ash trees is the Emerald Ash Borer insect from East Asia, which has 
wiped out over 30 million US ash trees. It is advancing westwards past Moscow at 40km a 
year. We could also add threats to other trees, such as:  

• The Asian Longhorn beetle; which arrived in wooden creates from China in 2012. 

• The oak processionary moth; from imported oaks that arrived in 2005. 

• The xylella fastidiosa bacteria which can kill 359 plants, including olive trees and 
lavender, which hit Europe in 2013. 

• Sweet chestnut blight, which killed 3.5 billion trees in the USA. 

• The chestnut gall wasp; imported in 2015. 

• Sirococcus which attacks cedar. 

• Phytophthora austrocedri that attacks juniper trees. 

• Phytophthora aini has already killed 20% of our alders. 

• Phytophthora ramorum, which has attacked larch trees but which came from infected 
rhododendrons. 

 
Tonnes of plants are imported into the UK every year and all can bring diseases that our 
native trees have no defence against. This is madness. Pathogens and pests attacking 
Britain’s trees are multiplying alarmingly. Globalisation is being blamed by tree specialists 
for all this. We did not learn the lesson given by contaminating our elms from imported 
infected logs from Canada; in fact, there are only about a dozen plant inspectors at UK 
ports. This is reprehensible. 

Globalisation is not just a cause for concern about progressively universal, dictatorial, 
unelected government and corporatism; the very processes of globalisation directly affects 
our flora and fauna. Just look at the effect of American crayfish41 on the ecology of our 
streams and rivers or American grey squirrels in our forests. If ever there were 
environmental reasons for a hard border, it is now. 

The more that society becomes corrupt and demonic, the more there is a reaction in nature 
for the worse. Sometimes this is a natural consequence of human actions; sometimes it is 
temporal divine judgement. What is insane is that Britain is facing a potential devastation 
of its forests at a time when the government has never been so evil and society more 
deranged. 

Persecution of the church and rationality in the west 

We are familiar with the massive persecution of Christians all over the world and especially 
in Muslim nations. Christians are the most persecuted people on earth; that is a plain 
fact.42 Each month 322 Christians are killed for their faith while 214 churches and 
Christian properties are destroyed. Each month there are 722 violent actions against 
Christians.43 Three quarters of the world’s 2.2 billion Christians face hostility.44 Between 
2006 and 2010 Christians faced some sort of discrimination in 139 countries.45 According 
to the Centre for the Study of Global Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, 

                                                   
41 The North American Signal Crayfish (Pacifastacus ieniusculus) has virtually wiped out our native white-
clawed crayfish. 
42 The Independent, ‘Christians: the world’s most persecuted people’, 26 July 2014. Fox News, ‘Christians 
the most persecuted group in world for a second year’, 6 January 1017. 
43 Open Doors; ‘Christian Persecution’. 
44 Front Page magazine, ‘Persecuted on all sides: Christians in the modern world’, 10 April 2013. 
45 The Spectator, ‘The war on Christians’, John Allen Jr., 5 October 2013. 
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100,000 Christians have been killed every year between 2003 and 2013 (11 every day). In 
1991 before the Gulf War, Iraq had at least 1.5 million Christians flourishing well. Today 
nearly all of them have either fled the country or have been murdered; many by US/UK 
missile strikes. A whole nation has been ridden of Christians due to US elite policies. 

However, there is a growing problem of outright, but often more subtle, persecution of 
Christians in the west, which were once known as Christian nations. 

In Illinois a Christian businessman was fined $80,000 for his faith. Jim Walder, owner of 
a bed and breakfast was fined by the Human Rights Commission for refusing to rent his 
facility to a homosexual couple for their civil ceremony. He must also open up his premises 
for a celebration of the Gay couples ceremony within a year. 

In Wisconsin the Catholic Marquette University has suspended a tenured professor, John 
McAdams, for his commitment to the academic freedom of students to express their 
Biblical moral values in class. 

US bakers that refused to bake a cake for a same-sex wedding were fined $135,000. 

Christians in Canada that spoke against homosexuality were charged with hate-crimes. 

We are familiar with British people prosecuted for refusing to rent their B&B to 
homosexual couples or the Christian bakery prosecuted for refusing to bake a homosexual 
themed cake. 

Nurse Caroline Petrie faced the sack after offering to pray for a sick patient. 

In Sheffield, a primary head teacher, described as marvellous, has resigned after being 
accused of racism by Muslim parents for suggesting that separate assemblies for Muslim 
students be replaced with inclusive assemblies. 

An airline worker who wore a discreet cross was sacked. 

School receptionist Jennie Cain was threatened with the sack after emailing friends from 
her church asking them to pray for her daughter who had been told off for talking about 
Jesus at school. 

A veteran foster carer was told that she would be struck off for allowing a Muslim girl in 
her care to convert to Christianity. 

The theatrical show, ‘Jerry Springer: The Opera’ was broadcast by the BBC and contained 
3,500 blasphemies of God and the Lord Jesus. Complaints were made but the show was 
deemed ‘inoffensive’. 

It is now an offence to teach that Christianity is true in schools, despite the 1944 Butler 
Education Act assuming that it is true. 

Libraries have been told to put Bibles on their highest shelf, as if they were pornography. 

While Islamists constantly murder Christians and while Imams in British mosques 
repeatedly demand the persecution of Christians, the UK government does nothing. Yet 
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when the Irish pastor of the largest church in Northern Ireland, James McConnell, said 
that Islam was satanic in a sermon, he was persecuted and faced 6 months in jail.46 

Former MP, Ann Widdecombe criticised her own government for ignoring the persecution 
of Christians and said that, ‘you have a better chance of earnest representation if you are a 

hedgehog than if you are a persecuted Christian’.47 

In Sweden, academics, often Lutheran, are being suspended, sacked and fined for any 
rational opposition to the government policy of unbridled immigration. In academia, 
climatologists are being sacked for exposing the man-made global warming myth for what 
it is. They are also being punished for speaking out against Gay marriage (yet when a Gay 
professor, David Starkey, denied the necessity of Gay marriage he was not punished). 
Multiple people, such as Professor Germaine Greer, have been non-platformed at 
universities for denying the validity of transgenderism. 

Multiple eminent historians, including Christians, in various countries have been 
persecuted and imprisoned for denying the Jewish Holocaust. Yet more and more hard 
evidence is being discovered to support this, including historical records of the Red Cross. 
Even Jewish authorities have reduced the claimed Jewish dead at Auschwitz from 3 million 
to 1 million (how did they make a mistake that big for so long?). The ‘official’ tally of 
Jewish dead has reduced over time from 8 million to 6 million and now 4 million. The Red 
Cross inspection of camps records show less than 300,000 Jewish dead (mostly from 
sickness due to poor rations that affected everyone due to allied bombing of infrastructure) 
while the official global population of Jews, which hovered around 15 million, actually 
increased between 1940 and 1948 – which is not possible if 6 million perished in camps. 

The EU formally certifies evangelical Christians as a cult and actively works against us. In 
America, authorities are being trained to treat evangelical Christians as a potential terrorist 
threat. Prominent Christian leaders have appeared on law enforcement threat lists. 

In the elite-controlled media Christianity is constantly berated while evolutionary theory is 
lauded. Science programmes castigate Creationism and teach the Big Bang and other 
issues that have not a shred of evidence for them (that is not science). The television is 
filled with people that blaspheme Christ on a daily basis; they would not dare to do the 
same to Muhammad. In America, mainstream television shows have been even worse; 
including a Jewish comedian urinating on a picture of Christ while a female Jewish comic 
boasted about the Jews killing Jesus and said she would do it again given the chance. I 
tremble even thinking about this. 

Soon institutional churches will be forced to marry homosexuals in their buildings, despite 
former Prime Ministers denying this would ever happen. It is already occurring elsewhere 
in the Commonwealth. Homosexuals are already targeting churches for published job 
adverts; it will be illegal to deny the validity of their applications. 

In a country which formerly boasted that many of its best kings and queens were 
Christians, many political leaders were Christians, many of the best academics were 
Christians, many of the best poets and writers were Christians, most of the philanthropists 
and reformers were Christians, very many of the top pioneers in science were Christians - 
we now find active persecution of Christians and Christian moral principles. 

                                                   
46 Under the 2003 Communications Act for grossly offensive statements. 
47 Mail Online, ‘Ann Widdecombe is right: Christianity in Britain today is under severe persecution’, 21 
October 2011. 
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What is causing this in the UK? Answer: change agents 

The world is now very complex, with strands of the global elite cabal stretching into more 
and more corners of society. It is like the tendrils of a huge tree whose roots stretch 
underground for miles in every direction but which are not seen. 

We could spend weeks analysing and isolating all the various agents of societal change 
being paid for and utilised by the elite. However, it is important to understand that all the 
change agents are under the indirect control of Satan who is orchestrating them all for his 
insidious purposes. These agents may or may not be aware of the satanic implication of 
their work. The higher you get in the elite, the more you are likely to be a Luciferian (a 
Satanist in disguise)48 or an outright devil worshipper.49 

However, I will simply itemise a few important groups that are working to steer society 
away from its historic Christian, libertarian roots.50 

Top elite groups 
Without entering into analysis and discussion I will just mention those that will be familiar 
to all: The Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderberg Group, the Trilateral Commission, 
the Club of the Isles, the Club of Rome, the UN, Mossad and so on. The executives in these 
groups control national governments. They contain bankers, corporatists, financiers, 
Jesuits, top Freemasons, top politicians and royals. 

Common purpose 
This project of the Tavistock Institute is a nefarious organisation committed to mind 
control and globalism with the goal of devastating society and creating a post-democratic 
world. Today it operates in every sphere of public office: education, councils, media, the 
police, Westminster, the professions, the judiciary and so on. 

It operates as a charity and receives government funding from VAT, without any publicity. 
It is also a subsidiary of the EU. It claims to train executives in leadership techniques but is 
really about conditioning people to be elite slaves. The best and most loyal trainees are 
placed into top establishment jobs. They then subvert the department they are placed in, 
such as schools or the NHS. CP trainees are being prepared to be the nation’s leaders when 
the EU takes over in what they call ‘the post democratic society’. 

CP also oversees corruption and fraud between government and council departments by 
embezzling public assets. It works much like a secret society where illegal activities are 
covered-up by CP police, CP judges and CP media moguls.  

The Tavistock Institute 
This think tank was formed in 1947 in London to research the social sciences as a means of 
control. Thus it works in behavioural science to control people; i.e. using psychology for 
brainwashing techniques and crowd control methods. The LSD drug revolution was a 
Tavistock programme run by the CIA. 

The CIA has always worked on guidelines set up by the Tavistock Institute. Key power 
players in world politics have been trained here, or one of its sub groups. Many major 

                                                   
48 E.g. lower levels of Freemasons (up to Master Mason or the 3rd degree), Talmudists or politicians. 
49 Higher levels of Freemasons (Satanic worship is deliberately hidden from the lower levels), Jesuits, 
Kabbalists, Rosicrucians, Church of Satan. 
50 For data on a number of the elite groups see my paper, ‘The Expression of the man of sin’. 
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institutions are under its control or through its foundations, paid for by US taxpayers. For 
example: the Stanford Research Institute, adjoining the Hoover Institution, is a $150 
million a year operation with 3300 employees. Many of its operatives are also connected to 
the Rockefeller Foundation and the Council on Foreign Relations. 

The Fabian Society 
This ‘think-tank’ was formed in London in 1884 to promote socialism and its policies led 
directly to the rise of the Bolsheviks, the later fascists and the founding of the Labour 
Party, the London School of Economics and the New Statesman. It even influenced the 
creation of the League of Nations in 1919. It has been said that Hitler and Stalin could not 
have risen to power without the social conditioning of the Fabians. 

The same aristocratic families, which championed the ethos of the Nazis and the early 
Communists, are still controlling its utopian ideas behind the scenes. 

The basis of the Fabian Society is social Darwinism51 plus scientific socialism and, until the 
1940s, its materialistic agenda could be clearly seen to be a totalitarian psychopathic plan. 
It proposes a cold, brutal, scientific control of human society by an unswerving ruthless 
government. It is atheistic, materialistic and scientific. Life is nothing more than 
Darwinian chemical functions. Humans have no soul or spirit. There is no God. 

Member George Bernard Shaw suggested a socialist system whereby people would sit in 
front of civil service committees to justify their existence; the panel would then determine 
whether the person was productive or needed to be murdered. 

HG Wells also advocated these principles and had a huge influence on conditioning society 
through putting them in his novels.52 He considered that the ‘base’ of society was unfit to 
live due to intellectual incompetence and needed to be removed from society as ‘congenital 
invalids’. Wells suggested this be done by mass starvation. 

Wells and the Fabians advocated that malformed children and disabled adults should be 
murdered, since they would drain the state’s economy but could also contaminate the 
bloodline of the elite. Wells also demanded the uniformity of clothing (i.e. a uniform) and 
arranged marriages by the state, as well as state-controlled diet and recreation. This is 
Orwellian ‘1984’ in action and worse than Communism. 

This is the ethos of Eugenics,53 which was put into practice by Hitler and Stalin. What is 
interesting is that when enacted, Eugenics simply means that the races or people groups 
destroyed are merely those who are hated by the person in power. Hitler killed mainly 
Jews, Gypsies and the disabled; Stalin killed mainly Poles, Christians and certain poor 
peasant groups in Russia. 

Shaw and Wells alone tell you all you need to know about Fabians; they are global elitists 
that advocate cruel, brutal and unrighteous, despotic policies. 

                                                   
51 The theory that individuals, groups, and peoples are subject to the same Darwinian laws of natural 
selection as plants and animals. Now largely discredited, social Darwinism was advocated by Herbert 
Spencer and others in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and was used to justify political conservatism, 
imperialism, and racism and to discourage intervention and reform. New Oxford Dict. 
52 Wells used very similar language to Hitler in doing this (consider ‘congenital invalids’ with Hitler’s ‘racial 
tuberculosis’). Hitler’s practice was condemned but Well’s concepts were absorbed by his readers. 
53 The science of improving a population by controlled breeding to increase the occurrence of desirable 
heritable characteristics. Developed largely by Francis Galton as a method of improving the human race, it 
fell into disfavour only after the perversion of its doctrines by the Nazis. New Oxford Dict. 
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Multiple NGOs 
E.g. Open Society Foundations 
The founder and chairman of this elite group is top elite leader George Soros, someone 
who has used his billions to pervert the course of many nations, such as Ukraine. 

It promotes itself as a philanthropist grant-making network but if you investigate who gets 
its grants it is those being promoted by the elite cabal, such as Black Lives Matter, Antifa, 
Feminism, LGBT groups, and multiple EU MEPs. It also funds the boats that ferry African 
migrants from just off the Libyan coast right into Europe. 

Many people have called for President Trump to prosecute Soros for treason. 

Other NGOs 
Include The Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Milner Group, the Ditchling 
Foundation, etc. 

Secret societies 
There are many of these but foremost is the Freemasons. For details on Freemasonry see 
my paper on it. 

The top levels of Freemasonry (which go to at least the 90th degree, some say 360 degrees) 
are outright Satanists. The famous head of Scottish Rite Freemasonry Albert Pike openly 
admitted that Freemasonry was a worshipping system for Luciferianism / Satanism, but he 
explains that this is kept from the lower levels of dupes that are used as fodder (those up to 
the third degree especially). 

The problem in the UK especially is that many top levels of institutions are filled with 
Freemasons, especially the police, the judiciary, the magistrature, the armed services, 
government and secret services. Not only are top level people brainwashed by Common 
Purpose, they are committed to Satanism through Freemasonry. 

Other secret groups include: The Rosicrucians, The Knights of Malta, Pilgrim’s Society, 
Skull and Bones, Ordo Templis Orientis, Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, Modern 
Knights Templar and so on. Each has their place and influence but is subservient to higher 
powers. For instance, many presidents and officials of the US have been members of the 
Skull and Bones society (which started in Yale and includes GW Bush and Colin Powell) 
but this occult group with homosexual initiation rites54 takes orders from higher elite 
groups such as the CFR.55 

The mainstream media 
This is absolutely controlled by the elite and has nothing to do with informing the people 
about the truth any longer. It is merely a propaganda exercise to facilitate elite policies. 
Frequently I have found that mainstream news stories are the very opposite of the actual 
truth. Such fake news was especially the case in the Syrian conflict where Russian planes 
were blamed for hospitals bombed by US A-10 Tankbusters. 

Take the recent Executive Order signed by Trump in December where he declares a state of 
emergency in America due to human rites abuses and corruption. This is unprecedented 
and should be front-page news everywhere but the mainstream media have said nothing 
because it indicts the people that control the media. Take also the numerous things that 

                                                   
54 The initiate has to have anal sex in a coffin as part of an occult ritual dedicated to Baal. 
55 As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton admitted this in a speech, ‘you tell us what to do’. 
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Trump has actually achieved in domestic policy56 far greater than Obama did in eight 
years. Not a dickey bird in the media; nothing but vitriolic hatred and smearing of Trump.  

Education 
Since schools and colleges are awash with Common Purpose graduates, there is no surprise 
that education is being dumbed-down and made politically correct. Christianity is 
castigated, Islam is supported (even with separate assemblies), LGBT rights are advocated 
and so on. Class sizes are increasing, sufficient funding is not available for poorer schools, 
qualifications are made easier to obtain, important historical subjects are not taught; we 
could go on and on. 

In short, kids are not taught to think, nor to be individuals with aspirations, but are 
conditioned to be slaves of the elite; dumbed down fodder to be eaten up in industry or the 
armed services. 

Governments 
Where to begin? The government, whatever shade, is thoroughly corrupt and largely 
incompetent. Easy solutions to social issues are readily available and not pursued. All we 
get is rhetoric and no action. Theresa May is the classic example of all talk and no action, 
coupled with no management skills. 

The governments of nations are under the thumb of the elite. It is almost impossible to get 
to the height of political power without being an elite pawn in some organisation or 
another – Trump is a maverick radical  (which is why the world is trying to get rid of him). 

Since the policy of the elite is to ruin Britain and devastate its social infrastructure, ready 
to be parcelled up into regions run by the EU, the government cannot be allowed to 
actually implement the will of the people. Look at how Brexit is already being ruined. 

Every crisis could be fixed: 

• Britain was broke after the war (and carried that debt for decades) but still managed to 
build more houses in the 50s than any other time, sparking a mobility improvement 
and a social revolution. Today we have much more money available as the fifth largest 
economy, but it is diverted to the rich and the elite. If PM Harold Macmillan could 
build houses, PM Theresa May could if she wanted to. Keynesian economics (which 
benefits society) have been replaced by monetary economics (which benefits the rich, 
financiers and bankers). 

• The NHS can easily be fixed if the government stopped mishandling it. Before the 
Tories got in it used to generate a surplus of cash that the Treasury invested in bonds. 
Use that money now to re-invest in doctors and nurses. Reverse Tories cuts, such as an 
annual 3% cut, a total cut of £35 billion in seven years; reverse the terminated nursing 
training posts (all 20,000 of them); reverse hospital closures; reverse bed closures 
(50% in recent years) and so on. Vitally, reverse immigration levels, which is what is 
placing the strain on hospitals, not the elderly who paid for it. 

• Cancel all existing NHS funding for allopathic cancer treatment (chemotherapy, 
radiation treatment). Introduce effective NHS naturopath treatments instead (Vitamin 
C, Vitamin D, etc.), which are far cheaper and actually work.57 

                                                   
56 Republicans are happy about lower taxes, increased jobs, significantly reduced unemployment, the best 
ever levels of Black employment, bringing jobs back from overseas, encouragement for industry, booming 
stock market, beginning of indictment of corrupt federal officials, investigation of voter fraud (especially 
Soros controlled voting machines), beginning to tackle unbridled immigration, and so on. [Sad that his 
foreign policy, controlled by Israel, is so shocking.] Trump did more in one year than Obama did in eight. 
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• Change the tax structures to make the rich pay their proper share. Close tax loopholes. 
Prosecute tax-evaders. Close the tax havens. 

• Reverse the education curriculum to what it was in the mid-60s. Get rid of computers 
in classes, except for specific IT instruction. Get rid of calculators. Bring back proper 
discipline. 

• Cancel university tuition fees. Reduce the number of university places. Close bad 
universities completely. Institute a massive, proper apprenticeship scheme and make 
vocational courses the desired preference for employment opportunities. Subsidise 
local firms to take on apprentices while working.  

• Give tax breaks and grants to new inventors. 

• Reduce the size of government. Halve the number of MPs. Abolish political parties. 
Determine House of Commons leadership on the basis of merit. Allow swift local de-
selection for every bad MP, based on local franchise. Sack any MP committing fraud 
instantly. Imprison any MP who lies to the House or takes bribes. Institute an elected 
House of Lords, greatly reduced in membership. 

• Get out of the EU immediately without negotiation. Germany would quickly ensure that 
a good trade deal was immediately drawn up. 

• Cancel HS2; use the money to nationalise the railways. 

• Re-nationalise all utilities. Make it illegal for foreign businessmen to own vital national 
infrastructure. 

• Get rid of all Green taxes and subsidies, especially for wind farms. Invest instead in 
hydroelectric and wave-power or tidal systems. Consider free energy and non-petrol car 
engines (water-based, magnet-based etc.) that have no pollution.58 Imagine London 
without air pollution! 

• Cease house-buying subsidies that favour the rich in London. Commit to vastly 
increasing social housing. 

• Encourage businesses to relocate north and west with tax breaks and subsidies. Aim to 
provide jobs in the North, West Country and Wales. 

• Stop the Treasury stealing most of car tax. Improve the road systems in the south with 
that money. Build a second motorway ring around London. Build a decent motorway 
across the South Coast from Hastings to Honiton. 

• Pull British troops out of all foreign entanglements, especially in the Middle East (yes 
they are already there) and especially stop bombing Yemen illegally. Initiate a 
rapprochement with Russia. Publish the facts about Russia-gate showing that it was not 
Russia but the FBI and the CIA trying to stop Trump and Brexit.59 Declassify all 
material files on the Syria, Iraq, Afghan and Libya interventions, including British 
support for ISIS. 

• Cancel the MOD order for US F-35s, since they are expensive and useless. Either design 
a new replacement or purchase Russian Sukhoi alternatives. Increase the size of the 
Army to what it was before 2010. Consider re-issued, improved Harrier jets. Cancel the 

                                                                                                                                                                         
57 There are thousands of available testimonies of people that were completely cured of cancer by 
naturopathic means that allopathic treatment had given up on and left them for dead. 
58 These have existed for decades but are eradicated by the oil-based elite, sometimes by assassinating 
inventors but usually buying them out and shutting them down. 
59 There is not a shred of evidence that Russia intervened in the US election process. There is, however, hard 
evidence that the FBI and the CIA were involved. For example, the text messages of FBI counter-intelligence 
official Peter Strzok to FBI lawyer Lisa Page. See Russia Insider, ‘Agent’s text messages prove that Comey’s 
FBI is behind Russia-Gate’, 13 January 2018. The CIA used software that fraudulently purported to be 
Russian in origin. 
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expensive submarine nuclear deterrent, which is absolutely useless anyway and not 
held by most countries (including Germany). Reinvest in normal marine forces. 
Consider replacing the army’s SA-80 (L-85) with a Russian better option. 

• Establish proper border controls and entry vetting and stop mass immigration. 
 
I could go on and on. None of these policies will ever be established because they run 
counter to the global elite. 

Elite cartels and families 
This would be a long list of the usual suspects, the Rothschilds, the major heads of central 
banks, heads of global corporations, the European royal families, the Vatican and so on. 

Zionism 
Many of the top elite people today are Zionists. It is elite Zionists that control America and 
have brought it to the crisis that it is in today. Zionists control the US press, media, TV, 
entertainment industry, Hollywood, banks, financial institutions, main corporations, 
academia, drug trade and major crime. Zionist Neocons have controlled the American 
presidency for decades60 and fully control its foreign policy, which is orchestrated by the 
Zionist controlled Council on Foreign Relations.61 

Who is really in control? 

In a word, God. 

God is the Lord; he alone is Almighty God, the Lord of Hosts, the Maker of heaven and 
earth and Jesus Christ is his Son, Lord of Lords, King of Kings, and ruler of the universe. 

Nothing happens that is not under God’s control; not even a single hair that falls from your 
head.62 Every day of every man is under God sovereign jurisdiction.63 

The descent of the world into madness and total opposition to God is being allowed by God 
for the fulfilment of his providential plans for the earth and mankind. It is the field of 
sinners that is being allowed to come to full harvest before it is reaped. The field may be 
full of tares,64 but the true wheat, the elect, is currently hidden and will come to fulness 
and purity (Matt 13:24-30). 

Men will say, ‘Surely there is a reward for the righteous; surely He is God who judges in the 

earth’. Ps 58:11 

                                                   
60 Note that GW Bush was controlled by Neocons like, Rumsfeld, Cheney, Wolfowitz, Perleman etc. Obama’s 
first cabinet was formed by Citibank. 
61 Note the millions given recently to Jared Kushner (Senior Advisor to Trump, and his son-in-law) by an 
Israeli. Followed by Kushner’s delegation to Netanyahu and formulation of plans for the Middle East. 
62 Matt 10:28-30, ‘And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. But rather fear Him who 
is able to destroy both soul and body in hell. Are not two sparrows sold for a copper coin? And not one of 
them falls to the ground apart from your Father's will. But the very hairs of your head are all numbered’. 
63 Ps 139:16, ‘Your eyes saw my substance, being yet unformed. And in Your book they all were written, the 
days fashioned [yatsar (pual {an intensive form of the verb} perfect) = ‘pre-ordained’] for me, when as yet 
there were none of them’. NASV, ‘Thine eyes have seen my unformed substance; and in Thy book they were 
all written, the days that were ordained for me, when as yet there was not one of them’. 
64 Toxic weeds that look like wheat. In common English it is a type of vetch (grass that is actually of the pea 
family) but this is not the Biblical usage. Tares are the bearded darnel. It is the Lolium temulentum, a species 
of rye-grass, the seeds of which are a strong soporific poison. It bears the closest resemblance to wheat till the 
ear appears, and only then the difference is discovered. It grows plentifully in Syria and Palestine.  
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All men shall fear, and shall declare the work of God; for they shall wisely consider His doing. 

Ps 64:9 

He rules by His power forever; His eyes observe the nations; do not let the rebellious exalt 

themselves. Ps 66:7 

Arise, O God, judge the earth; for you shall inherit all nations. Ps 82:8 

For He is coming, for He is coming to judge the earth. He shall judge the world with 

righteousness, and the peoples with His truth. Ps 96:13 

‘Therefore wait for me’, says the LORD, ‘Until the day I rise up for plunder; my determination is 
to gather the nations to my assembly of kingdoms, to pour on them my indignation, all my 

fierce anger; all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy.’ Zeph 3:8 

 

Satanic objective: reversal of godliness 

To summarise this process I will show a few divine attributes and godly characteristics 
demonstrating how Satan seeks to introduce the opposite of these into society to be a 
manifestation of his own rebellion to God. Here I focus on the moral, communicable 
attributes of God reflected in his people. 
 

Divine / godly characteristic Satanic reversal Examples of elite activity 
   

Worship of God Idolatry, syncretism, false worship, 
occultism, rationalism, secularism, 
scientism. 

Massive expansion of the occult, 
Luciferianism, false religions, witchcraft, 
magic, Kabbalism etc. Denial of Christian 
expressions in society. Setting up false 
gods. 

Justice Injustice, perversion of justice, focus upon 
the criminal. 

Conviction of disabled person Barry 
George for the murder of Jill Dando. 
Dando was assassinated professionally 
by the elite for her plan to expose the 
paedophile network in the BBC. The killer 
is known but covered up. 

Impartiality Partiality. Favouring the rich. Favouring criminal 
bankers. Denying justice for victims of 
crime. Setting proven criminals free.  

Truth Lies, obfuscation, slander, libel, 
misrepresentation, false doctrine. 

Media that publishes constant lies. Denial 
of the truth when it appears or even 
getting rid of truth-tellers.65 Twisting 
history (especially in films). Attacks on the 
Bible. Perversion of Christian doctrine. 
Heresy. 

Love Hate, rancour, civil strife, identity politics, 
Feminist rage and misandry, etc. 

Feeding the antagonism between the Left 
and the Right in America. Raging 
Feminism. Feeding Black anger. 
Promoting hatred of Christians. 

Peace War, civil strife, civil war, uprisings, coups, 
regime change etc. 

Initiating the rebellion in Syria as a CIA 
operation, then importing Islamist 
terrorists66 and funding/resourcing them 
to commit genocide. 

Doing good to all Governmental attacks on the poor, the Deliberately plotting to destroy the NHS 

                                                   
65 Note the number of people who exposed the wickedness of Hillary Clinton that were murdered, like Seth 
Rich. 
66 Most of the ISIS rebels were from Afghanistan, Chechnya, Pakistan and other countries. They were not a 
Syrian free army of democrats.  
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needy, the weak, the disabled, the sick, 
the elderly. 

and replace it with a much worse, more 
expensive, American insurance system 
that profits MPs on medical boards. 

Supporting the poor Attacking the poor, planning the 
destruction of the poor. 

Austerity measures in general. Reforms of 
the benefit system that cause poverty and 
starvation. High levels of child poverty 
and homelessness. Escalating house 
prices and rents. Green issues that 
increase taxes on the poor. 

Holiness Iniquity, sin, evil. Wickedness in high places. Encouring 
people to commit sins (e.g. provide free 
pornography online). Entertainment that 
delights in wickedness, nihilism, rebellion 
etc. Impure literature. 

Righteousness, obedience to God’s 
law 

Transgression, sin, legalising evil, 
rebellion. 

Legalising sins contrary to God’s law, 
such as Gay marriage. Promoting sexual 
perversions. 

Anger at sin Delight in sin, toleration of wickedness. 
Promotion of evil. 

Silencing, shaming and imprisoning those 
who condemn wickedness in society. 
Praising those who propose toleration of 
iniquity. 

Mercy, saving life Cruelty, brutality, murder. Abortion on demand. Eugenics. Legalised 
torture. War crimes, such as over a million 
dead in Iraq caused by the US. 

Looking after children Harming children, killing children, torturing 
children, kidnapping and tafficking 
children. 

Huge paedophile networks in the 
establishment. Providing sex slaves for 
diplomats and VIPs. Ritual killing of 
children, inlcuding cannibalism, in elite 
sacrifices. 

A rational mind A debased mind; a dumbed-down mind; 
insanity. 

Mass programmes of brainwashing to 
cause derangement of children and adults 
through propaganda. Legalising support 
for LGBT perversions. Ruining education 
systems. Brain damaging technology. 
Dumbed-down TV. 

Health Disease, man-made epidemics, man-
made sicknesses, damaged food 
supplies, polluted water supplies, polluted 
air. 

HIV. Ebola. Chemtrails. Fluoridated water. 
GM food. Processed food. Pesticides. 
Herbicides. Big Pharma. Fracking. 
Criminalising natural cures. 

Protestant work ethic Laziness. Fraud. Making life hard for 
small businesses. Unnecessary taxes. 

Uncontrolled welfare systems for people 
that never contributed to them, such as 
migrants. Huge amounts of EU red tape 
to harm businesses. Excessive taxes. 

   

 
 

Conclusion 

I could be tempted to continue adding factors that would end up as a long book. This will 
suffice. The world is indeed going insane and is already guilty of severe mad decisions. But 
this will get worse.  

God is a God of order not chaos. He is a God of harmony, not discord. He works according 
to sane logic and reason. The laws of nature are an expression of his perfect mind that does 
all things well. His creation was declared to be ‘good’. The more that nations in the past 
followed God’s laws, even if they called them natural law, or common law, the more 
nations prospered. Only by obeying the absolute laws of God’s order can there be any hope 
of prosperity, peace, goodwill and harmony. 
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The devil is the opposite of all that is God. He is a rebel against God’s order and full of hate 
for God and all that is God’s. As a result of his own rebellion, hatred and lusts his 
expression is: death, lies, iniquity, hatred, and madness. The devil’s own personal madness 
is that despite his position as a creation of Almighty God, he actually thinks that he can win 
the spiritual war that he wages against God and his Christ, focused on the church. 

The world is fast becoming the manifestation of the devil’s character reflected in the 
humans given over to his lordship. Sadly, the top and most powerful leaders of the world 
are fully committed to Satanism, either directly as devil worshippers or indirectly as 
Luciferians, Kabbalists, Talmudists, Freemasons, sorcerers and other occultic 
practitioners. 

Thus the descent of the world into madness is completely understandable. It is the natural 
expression of the world given over to Satan. 

What is vital is that Christians ensure that their own expression within their local church is 
as far removed from the expression of Satan in the world as possible. This means a 
complete separation from worldly things. Every facet of modern worldliness in the church 
must be removed and repented of so that local churches can concentrate on serving God 
and making Christ pre-eminent. 

Unfortunately, my observation is that more and more churches are actually becoming 
more and more worldly. Most have no clue whatsoever how their practices, and even their 
doctrines, are coming directly from Satan. For example, when churches follow 
Dispensationalism and Christian Zionism and openly support the wicked policies of Israel, 
they have completely fallen into the snare of Satan and support his evil work in the world. 

However, be not afraid about what is going and have peace. It is a privilege to be alive in 
these end times and to make a stand for the truth as it is in Christ. We have more 
opportunities than most in history to make a radical stand and testimony for the truth 
against great opposition. Use this opportunity to shine forth. 

 

Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and glorify your Father 

in heaven. Matt 5:16 

 

Scripture quotations are from The New King James Version 
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